AIRGLIDE 5

WOMEN’S JACKET

MESH TECH

WJ411 SIZES: XS - 3XL USA $28999 CAN $42699

WJ411R IVORY / RED / BLACK

WJ411Z NEON YELLOW / BLACK

The overall function and multi-season adaptability offered in our women’s Airglide
5 jackets can’t be beat. The Airglide 5 is equipped with a removable insulation layer,
plus a wind and waterproof rain jacket that can be worn both over or under the
main outer shell. Airglide’s THREE LAYER SYSTEMS DESIGN allows you to customize
its function by simply adding or removing appropriate layers as needed. It’s also
been designed with a women’s specific fit and flattering hour glass shape.
• Outer shell constructed in 500 denier Cordura® fabric with ballistic airflow mesh panels.
• Over or Under rain jacket with removable insulation layer.
• Removable CE approved Motion Flex armor at elbows and shoulders.
• Removable CE approved Motion Flex articulated back protector.
• Cool mesh airflow lining.
• Custom Fit detailing at collar, cuffs, elbows and waist.
• Comfort neoprene framed collar.
• 3M Scotchlite® reflective piping at front, sides and back.
• 8” connecting zipper for pants.
• Three storage pockets, plus interior cell phone pocket.

LAYER ONE consists of a rugged outer shell constructed in authentic Cordura®
fabric with ballistic nylon mesh panels for maximum airflow and superior abrasion
resistance. Two zip side entry pockets and an interior stash pocket offer secure
storage for personal items. For added safety, 3M Scotchlite® piping is located at
the side arms, shoulders, collar and back yoke.
LAYER TWO offers of a waterproof, breathable AquaRes™ laminated rain jacket that
can be worn both over or under the main outer shell, as weather conditions dictate.
Forget having to stow away extra personal gear, this jacket pulls double duty as
functional stand-alone sportswear.
NOTE: Neon yellow/black rain jacket ships with neon yellow/black outer shell.
Pewter/black rain jacket ships with all other outer shell colors.
LAYER THREE includes a removable full sleeve thermal layer with authentic
Thermolite® insulation. It can be zipped directly into the main outer shell or the
rain jacket shell, as needed to ensure multi-season riding comfort through a wide
range of temperatures and weather conditions.range of temperatures and weather
conditions.

WJ411I IVORY / PEWTER

WJ411T SLATE / BLACK

TWO STAGE OVER OR UNDER WATERPROOF RAIN JACKET

Sturdy wind and waterproof breathable rip stop nylon shell with removable Thermolite® insulation, 3M reflective detailing, mandarin style knit trim collar, two
waterproof zipper pockets and interior cell phone pocket.

NOTE - neon yellow / black
rain jacket ships with neon
yellow / black outer shell.
Pewter / black rain jacket
ships with all other outer
shell colors.

RAIN JACKET PEWTER / BLACK

RAIN JACKET NEON YELLOW/ BLACK

THERMOLITE INSULATION LAYER

This insulation layer can be zipped directly into the main outer shell or the rain
jacket to ensure multi-season riding comfort.

